
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
CEC receives BICSI Presidential Eagle Award 
 
Each year, the Presidential Eagle Award is given to those who have exhibited leadership in BICSI and the 
industry as whole.  
 
Hiawatha, IA (April 28, 2017) – CEC, a nationally recognized systems and technology integrator, received 
BISCI’s annual Presidential Eagle Award for its BICSI Authorized Training Facility (ATF).  
 
Accredited since 2015, CEC’s Authorized Training Facility offers training on the proper methods for 
installing data, voice, and video cabling in commercial buildings to CEC staff as well as customers and 
other industry professionals.  
 
“Two years ago, CEC envisioned a program that allowed people to develop in their career through levels 
of certification,” said Brian Morrow, director of PMO and BICSI certified trainer. “We now have a 
program that not only trains on best practices, it empowers participants with the resources to find 
answers for the rest of their career.”   
 
“The BISCI Authorized Training Facilities embody the criteria of the Presidential Eagle Award ensuring 
the highest degree of excellence for BICSI training,” said BICSI President Brian Ensign, RCDD, NTS, OSP, 
RTPM, CSI. “It is important to recognize all they have done for BICSI and the Information and 
Communications Technology (ICT) cabling installation industry.” 
  
The Presidential Eagle Award is presented to individuals who have exhibited leadership, sacrifice, faith in 
the BICSI association, and dedication to the industry. 
 
For more information about BICSI training contact CEC training at 319-731-4811.   
 
About CEC 
With offices in the Midwest serving local and national customers, CEC offers solution design, integration, 
and technical services specializing in audio/video, safety and security, IT, structured cabling, and two-
way communications. Focused on the customer experience, the CEC teams partner with clients to 
understand their business, tailor solutions, and plan for future technology needs. To learn more, 
visit www.cecinfo.com or contact CEC at 800.377.0721. 
 
About BISCI 
BICSI is the worldwide association for cabling design and installation professionals. BISCI strives to 
provide information, education, and knowledge assessment for individuals in the information and 
communications technology (ICT) community. For more information visit www.bicsi.org 
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For more information:  
Melissa Henderson, Director, Marketing & Business Development 
mhenderson@cecinfo.com or 319-294-9000 
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